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His findings contribute in an important way to the ongoing scholarly assessment of
Venice's place in the economy of the Renaissance and the Mediterranean world.
La fusione e la scissione appartengono al novero delle operazioni societarie
straordinarie atte a soddisfare la necessità delle società modificarsi e adeguarsi al
variare della situazione economica, mutando il proprio assetto giuridico o patrimoniale,
esigenza che si presenta con sempre maggiore frequenza nel mondo attuale connotato
dalla continua mutevolezza degli scenari economici. Di qui il sempre maggiore utilizzo
di tali strumenti, i quali tuttavia nella prassi, qualora non adoperati correttamente,
possono essere forieri di problemi, specialmente qualora intervengano procedure
concorsuali. L’opera si propone di analizzare le peculiarità e le problematiche legate a
tali operazioni, tentando di riassumerne le vicende mantenendo un equilibrio tra
riflessioni dottrinali e contributi giurisprudenziali. Per ciò che riguarda le società estere,
si è cercato di fornire un quadro completo degli approdi cui è pervenuta la
giurisprudenza della Corte di Giustizia Europea, che ha fornito i contributi
maggiormente significativi allo sviluppo della materia. Il volume risulta aggiornato e
implementato con le norme previste dal Decreto c.d. Cura Italia.
This collection of new essays on political and legal theory concentrates on themes dealt
with in the work of Felix Oppenheim, including fundamental political and legal concepts
and their implications for the scope of morality in politics and international relations.
Among the issues addressed are the relationship between empirical and normative
definitions of 'freedom', 'power' and 'interests', whether governments are free to act
against the national interest, and whether they can ever be morally obliged to do so.
This book represents a first attempt to investigate the relations between Law and
Agroecology. There is a need to adopt a transdisciplinary approach to multifunctional
agriculture in order to integrate the agroecological paradigm in legal regulation. This
does not require a super-law that hierarchically purports to incorporate and supplant the
existing legal fields; rather, it calls for the creation of a trans-law that progressively
works to coordinate interlegalities between different legal fields, respecting their
autonomy but emphasizing their common historical roots in rus in the process. Rus, the
rural phenomenon as a whole, reflects the plurality and interdependence of different
complex systems based jointly on the land as a central point of reference. “Rural” is
more than “agricultural”: if agriculture is understood traditionally as an activity aimed at
exploiting the land for the production of material goods for use, consumption and
private exchange, rurality marks the reintegration of agriculture into a broader sphere,
one that is not only economic, but also social and cultural; not only material, but also
ideal, relational, historical, and symbolic; and not only private, but also public. In
approaching rus, the natural and social sciences first became specialized, multiplied,
and compartmentalized in a plurality of first-order disciplines; later, they began a
process of integration into Agroecology as a second-order, multi-perspective and
shared research platform. Today, Agroecology is a transdiscipline that integrates other
fields of knowledge into the concept of agroecosystems viewed as socio-ecological
systems. However, the law seems to still be stuck in the first stage. Following a
reductionist approach, law has deconstructed and shattered the universe of rus into
countless, disjointed legal elementary particles, multiplying the planes of analysis and,
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in particular, keeping Agricultural Law and Environmental Law two separate fields.
Sono raccolti gli scritti che alcuni amici, con affetto e gratitudine, hanno dedicato a
Maurizio Converso. Dal 1976 al 2013 è stato coordinatore della rivista il Foro italiano,
alla quale ha iniziato a collaborare nel 1972. Ha tenuto incarichi di insegnamento
presso Università italiane e istituzioni pubbliche e private. Senza ricoprire cariche
istituzionali e senza assumere alcun ruolo ufficiale, Maurizio Converso è stato ed è,
nella cultura italiana, un riferimento fondamentale per la documentazione giuridica e
non solo. Nella consapevolezza della prevalenza dei rapporti umani, con profonda
gratitudine e con affetto, gli è dedicato questo libro, la realizzazione del quale è dovuta
alla paziente opera di Domenico Dalfino, al quale, unitamente ad Angelo Danilo De
Santis, va il sentito ringraziamento degli autori.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
practical analysis of sports law in Italy deals with the regulation of sports activity by both
public authorities and private sports organizations. The growing internationalization of
sports inevitably increases the weight of global regulation, yet each country maintains
its own distinct regime of sports law and its own national and local sports organizations.
Sports law at a national or organizational level thus gains a growing relevance in
comparative law. The book describes and discusses both state-created rules and
autonomous self-regulation regarding the variety of economic, social, commercial,
cultural, and political aspects of sports activities. Self- regulation manifests itself in the
form of by-laws, and encompasses organizational provisions, disciplinary rules, and
rules of play. However, the trend towards more professionalism in sports and the
growing economic, social and cultural relevance of sports have prompted an increasing
reliance on legal rules adopted by public authorities. This form of regulation appears in
a variety of legal areas, including criminal law, labour law, commercial law, tax law,
competition law, and tort law, and may vary following a particular type or sector of sport.
It is in this dual and overlapping context that such much-publicized aspects as doping,
sponsoring and media, and responsibility for injuries are legally measured. This
monograph fills a gap in the legal literature by giving academics, practitioners, sports
organizations, and policy makers access to sports law at this specific level. Lawyers
representing parties with interests in Italy will welcome this very useful guide, and
academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative sports
law.
Within an environment made difficult by the continuing economic crisis, the Italian
model for crisis management and resolution has helped to avoid many difficulties faced
by intermediaries across the globe. However, the Italian model for crisis management
will be forced to adapt to the new EU Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive, which
introduces a unified regime for such events in all EU countries. This book explores the
various methods for crisis management employed in Italian finance. The authors
discuss procedures used in the banking and insurance sectors, such as deposit
guarantee schemes and alternative dispute resolution systems. They also explore the
evolution of the administrative sanctioning systems, and the roles of tax rules and credit
rating agencies in Italian finance. This book analyses the evolution of the various crisis
management processes, and discusses potential goals and improvements within the
context of recent measures suggested by the European Commission.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
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practical analysis of the law of contracts in Italy covers every aspect of the subject definition and classification of contracts, contractual liability, relation to the law of
property, good faith, burden of proof, defects, penalty clauses, arbitration clauses,
remedies in case of non-performance, damages, power of attorney, and much more.
Lawyers who handle transnational contracts will appreciate the explanation of
fundamental differences in terminology, application, and procedure from one legal
system to another, as well as the international aspects of contract law. Throughout the
book, the treatment emphasizes drafting considerations. An introduction in which
contracts are defined and contrasted to torts, quasi-contracts, and property is followed
by a discussion of the concepts of ‘consideration’ or ‘cause’ and other underlying
principles of the formation of contract. Subsequent chapters cover the doctrines of
‘relative effect’, termination of contract, and remedies for non-performance. The
second part of the book, recognizing the need to categorize an agreement as a specific
contract in order to determine the rules which apply to it, describes the nature of
agency, sale, lease, building contracts, and other types of contract. Facts are presented
in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in
varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance. Its succinct yet
scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the information it provides, make this
book a valuable time-saving tool for business and legal professionals alike. Lawyers
representing parties with interests in Italy will welcome this very useful guide, and
academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
contract law.

First published in 1917 (Part 1) and 1918 (Part 2), with a second edition in 1946,
this is the first English translation of Santi Romano's classic work, L'ordinamento
giuridico (The Legal Order). The main focus of The Legal Order is the notion of
institution, which Romano considers to be both the core and distinguishing
feature of law. After criticising accounts of the nature of law centred on notions of
rule, coercion or authority, he offers a compelling conception, not merely of law
as an institution, but of the institution as 'the first, original and essential
manifestation of law'. Romano advances a definition of a legal institution as any
group who share rules within a bounded context: for example, a family, a firm, a
factory, a prison, an association, a church, an illegal organisation, a state, the
community of states, and so on. Therefore, this understanding of legal
institutionalism at the same time provides a ground-breaking theory of legal
pluralism whereby 'there are as many legal orders as institutions'. The acme of a
jurisprudential current long overlooked in the Anglophone environment
(Romano's work is highly regarded in France, Germany, Spain and South
America, as well as in Italy), The Legal Order not only proposes what Carl
Schmitt described as a 'very significant theory'. More importantly, it offers
precious insights for a thorough rethinking of the relationship between law and
society in today's world.
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws,
this practical analysis of the structure, competence, and management of Italy
provides substantial and readily accessible information for lawyers, academics,
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and policymakers likely to have dealings with its activities and data. No other
book gives such a clear, uncomplicated description of the organization’s role, its
rules and how they are applied, its place in the framework of international law, or
its relations with other organizations. The monograph proceeds logically from the
organization’s genesis and historical development to the structure of its
membership, its various organs and their mandates, its role in intergovernmental
cooperation, and its interaction with decisions taken at the national level. Its
competence, its financial management, and the nature and applicability of its
data and publications are fully described. Systematic in presentation, this
valuable time-saving resource offers the quickest, easiest way to acquire a sound
understanding of the workings of Italy for all interested parties. Students and
teachers of international law will find it especially valuable as an essential
component of the rapidly growing and changing global legal milieu.
This publication compares for the first time how the regions in seven different
countries (Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK) are
involved in EU governance. It is also the first book which tackles this matter from
two different perspectives; that of EU law and that of comparative law. It includes
contributions both from well-established scholars in the field of EU law and from
younger scholars.
L’opera si prefigge di fornire delle solide basi sulle principali tematiche di diritto
commerciale e di diritto tributario in vigore in Cina, riunendoli per la prima volta in
un unico volume da destinarsi a un pubblico eterogeneo. Pensato per gli studenti
e gli studiosi, ha un taglio lineare, pratico e di facile comprensione adatto anche a
coloro che lavorano o si interessano a vario titolo di Cina. Il volume recepisce le
importantissime riforme avvenute di recente, prendendo in considerazione
l’impatto della nuova legge sugli investimenti stranieri, entrata in vigore il 1°
gennaio 2020, nonché e soprattutto quello derivante dalla promulgazione del
primo codice civile della Repubblica Popolare Cinese, in vigore dal 1° gennaio
2021. L’opera mette a disposizione dei lettori un’analisi ragionata dei principali
istituti giuridici appartenenti al diritto commerciale e tributario in Cina,
approfondendo in particolare il diritto contrattuale, societario, tributario, doganale
e di proprietà intellettuale.
Lineamenti di diritto commercialeLineamenti di diritto commercialeFondamenti di diritto
dell'impresa e della S.p.A. Estratto da «Lineamenti di diritto commerciale»Imprese e
societàlineamenti di diritto commercialeLineamenti di diritto processuale societarioGiuffrè
EditoreLineamenti di diritto privato del terzo settorelibreriauniversitaria.it ed.Contract Law in
ItalyKluwer Law International B.V.
Profili giuridici ed economici del bilancio d'esercizio delle società di capitali (corporations)
operanti negli Stati Uniti d'America. Vengono delineate le norme federali e statali applicabili, i
principali principi contabili U.S. Gaap, e le problematiche che si riscontrano tra le società
quotate (public company) e società non quotate. Inoltre viene trattato il bilancio d'esercizio,
nell'Unione Indiana, la Rep. Popolare Cinese e la Svizzera. Legal and economic profile of the
financial statements about the corporations operating in the United States of America . This
book outline the applicable federal and state Acts, Statutes and regulations, the main US
GAAP accounting standards, and the problems that exist between the listed companies (public
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company) and non-listed companies . Also it is outlined the financial statements in the Indian
Union, in the Popular Rep. of China and Switzerland.
Italian Banking and Financial Law provides a thorough overview of the banking sector in Italy,
offering historical perspectives, insight into current developments and suggestions for future
evolution.
Summary: "Cambridge English for Human Resources covers a wide range of topics of concern
to human resources and personnel development, from understanding the essentials of
resourcing and outsourcing through to strategic HR. The ten standalone units allowlearners to
focus on the areas of HR and Personnel Development most important to them. As well as
teaching the specialist vocabulary and theory of HR, the course also develops job-specific
skills such as coaching, designing and implementing appraisal systems, managing conflict and
others."--Cambridge website, viewed 1st Sept, 2011.
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